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SCENE 1: ENTER “THE” BOOK
(X-Book, Player 1, Player 2)

(Fade-in showing Player 1 facing the audience, finishing a video game, which is shown
on the green screen.)

Player 1: Here we go.  Look out.  You can’t stop it.  And . . . that’s . . . game!  He
wins again.  Twenty in a row.  The crowd goes wild.   (Makes crowd noise)
YAAAAH!  He is unstoppable.

(Pan back to reveal Player 2, a very young child, to stage right of Player 1)

Player 2: You do realize you’re celebrating beating your four year old brother, right?

Player 1: Four years, 10 months and 3 weeks.  And one takes happiness where
one can get it.

Player 2: You are so sad.

Player 1: No, I’m so happy, because I am unstoppable!

(X-Book appears on the green screen.)

X-Book: You want to see unstoppable?

Player 2: Uh . . . brother?  Are you doing that?

Player 1: No.  And I can’t shut it off.

Player 2: What is that?

X-Book: I’m X-Book.

Player 2: I thought we have a PS5?

Player 1: We do.  What kind of program has a book on it?

X-Book: Not a book.  The Book.  The Book of knowledge and wonder.  X-Book.

Player 1: Somebody must have the wires crossed.

X-Book: Not likely.  I just wanted to take this opportunity to step in with some
important lessons.  

Player 1: I just want to learn how to get back to my virtual gaming world.
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X-Book: Instead of something temporarily virtual, why don’t we talk about some
eternal virtues.  Did you know there is an unstoppable, all-powerful God?

Player 2: My Sunday School teacher said something like that.

X-Book: One point for the four year old.

Player 2: Four years, 10 months and 3 weeks old.

X-Book: Of course.

Player 1: Well, X-Book, not that I’m not interested in your story, but we have a
limited amount of gaming time allowed to us by Mom and Dad, so, if you
could excuse us . . . 

X-Book: Ah, wise parents.  And we all have a limited time to learn the lessons of
virtue I am going to share with you if you’re going to win at the game of
life.

Player 2: I’d like to win.  I’ve lost 19 games in a row.

Player 1: 20.

X-Book: Well, you can be a winner with the help of an unstoppable God.

Player 1: This is going to happen no matter what I say or do, right?

X-Book: Pretty much, yeah.

Player 1: Bring it on.

Player 2: Yay!  A new game.

X-Book: Oh, and what a game.  Forget virtual and get ready for the reality of a
relationship with an all-powerful, unstoppable God.

(Cross fade into song “Unstoppable God”)
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SONG 1: UNSTOPPABLE GOD

Solo 1: I wish I knew when this mountain in my way is gonna move
I hope it's ok to tell the truth
Sometimes the doubt starts to win

Solo 2: Yeah, I'd be lying if I told you I was anything but weak
Right now my struggle is all I see
But I'm not giving in 
My story will not end in defeat

CHORUS: CAUSE NOTHING CAN STOP AN UNSTOPPABLE GOD
HE'S NOT AFRAID OF IMPOSSIBLE ODDS
THIS IS THE PROMISE THAT I'M STANDING ON
NOTHING CAN STOP AN UNSTOPPABLE GOD
THIS IS THE PROMISE THAT I'M STANDING ON
NOTHING CAN STOP AN UNSTOPPABLE GOD

Solo 3: I will not listen to the lie that says it can't be done
I know my war is already won
And I'm claiming victory
Cause I know who's fighting for me

CHORUS

Solo 1: Where does my help come from
Solo 2: Where does my help come from
Solo 3: My help comes from the Lord
Solo 1: Where does my help come from
Solo 2: Where does my help come from
Solo 3: My help comes from the Lord

Solos: Nothing can stop an unstoppable God.

CHOIR: HE'S NOT AFRAID OF IMPOSSIBLE ODDS
THIS IS THE PROMISE THAT I'M STANDING ON
NOTHING CAN STOP AN UNSTOPPABLE GOD
THIS IS THE PROMISE THAT I'M STANDING ON
NOTHING CAN STOP AN UNSTOPPABLE GOD
THIS IS THE PROMISE THAT I'M STANDING ON
NOTHING CAN STOP AN UNSTOPPABLE GOD
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SCENE 2: “A GOD WITH A PLAN”
(X-Book, Deborah, Barak)

(Fade-in revealing “Barak”, the avatar of Player 1, slightly to stage left.  X-Book is
onscreen behind him.)

Barak: (Pats body) This is off the charts!  I have a new avatar.  I was hoping for
that new virtual headset, but it has nothing to compare to this.

X-Book: (On screen behind Barak)  You are here to learn that our God is a God
with a plan for us.  We need never fear, because God is in control and His
plan for us is good.

Barak: That sounds awesome.  And who exactly am I?

(X-Book disappears and desert scene appears.  Deborah appears, to stage right of
Barak, with sword.)

Deborah: Are you ready for this great victory, General Barak?

Barak: (Shrugs.  Speaks to camera.) That answers that question. (To Deborah)
And who are you?

Deborah: I am the prophet, Deborah.  I have come to tell you that God has delivered
the enemies of Israel into your hands.  The Canaanite army led by Siséra
is mighty, (holds up sword) but all you need is one of these, and faith in
God.  Not necessarily in that order.

Barak: (Taking sword and runs hand along the edge)  Great!  We’ll take out this
Siséra in the first round.

Deborah: That’s the spirit!

Barak: (Dropping sword)  Ow!!  I cut myself!  How did I cut myself?

Deborah: (Picking up sword, stating the obvious) Duh!  The sword is sharp.

Barak: Yeah, but I shouldn’t get hurt.  This is virtual.  

Deborah: Virtual?  I don’t know what you mean?  Danger is very real here, but we
have our faith in God and His plan to sustain us and help us overcome
fear.

Barak: Speaking of fear, I’m beginning to wonder about this army we’re going
against.  How about a little intel on the oppostion?

Deborah: Siséra has a mighty army with 900 iron chariots. 
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Barak: And we have?

Deborah: Well, there’s Eli’s little red wagon pulled by a goat.

Barak: We have a goat?

Deborah: Actually, no.  Your troops ate the goat.

Barak: That’s it.  (Looking up and speaking to X-Book) I want out of here!
 
Deborah: Look.  I’m a prophet and judge, got it?

Barak: I guess so.

Deborah: And God speaks to me and through me, got it?

Barak: I guess so.

Deborah: And God wants Siséra’s army kicked out of Israel, got it?

Barak: I guess so.

Deborah: And He wants you to do it.  That’s the plan.  Have faith.  (Moves behind
Barak speaking encouragingly into his ear)  You’re the man!

Barak: I’m the man?

Deborah: You are a great leader!

Barak: (More bolding with each line)  I am a great leader.

Deborah: You are a mighty warrior! (Turns Barak toward stage right)

Barak: I am a mighty warrior!

Deborah: And you are going to defeat Siséra’s army!   

(Deborah starts to push Barak toward stage right.  Barak turns out of her way and walks
back to stage left, causing Deborah to stumble toward stage right.)

Barak: (Unsettled)  But here’s the thing.  The game is not fair.  900 chariots
against a red wagon and goat stew?

Deborah: It’s not that bad.

Barak: It is for the goat.
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Deborah: Come on.  Trust me.

Barak: That’s easy for you to say.

Deborah: Don’t you trust God?

Barak: I think I have to say, “yes” to that.

Deborah: So, let’s act on that faith.

(Again Deborah turns Barak toward stage right.  Barak turns out of her way and walks
back to stage left, causing her to stumble and glare at Barak in disgust.)

Barak: (Unsettled)  It’s me, I don’t trust.  I can’t see how this can work.  I’m not
sure my men can beat all those chariots.  How is this going to end?

Deborah: Barak, repeat after me.  God has a plan.

Barak: God has a plan.

Deborah: God is in control.

Barak: God is in control.

Deborah: God will give me the victory!

(Once more, Deborah turns Barak and starts to push him toward stage right.  He, again,
turns out of her way and walks back to stage left.  Deborah shakes her head.)

Deborah: (Frustrated)  Barak!  Stop!   God’s angels are forming an army to march
into battle with you.  God will make sure you win.  What will it take for you
to go and lead the army to victory?

Barak: I don’t know.  I’ve never done this before.  Hey!  If you have so much faith
about this battle, why don’t you come with me?

Deborah: (deep sigh) Oh, alright.  If that will help you do it.

Barak: Righteous! (Pause.  Gesturing off toward stage right.) Ladies first.  Maybe
I don’t even need to go.

Deborah: (Holds out sword, glares threateningly) Remember the virtual thing?

Barak: (Looks from Deborah to sword and back a couple of time and says with
forced enthusiasm.)  Follow me.

(Exit Barak and Deborah, stage right. Cross fade into song “Whom Shall I Fear”)
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SONG 2: WHOM SHALL I FEAR (God Of Angel Armies) (Chris Tomlin)

Solo 4: You hear me when I call.  
You are my morning song.
Though darkness fills the night, 
It cannot hide the light
Whom shall I fear?

Solo 5: You crush the enemy 
Underneath my feet
You are my sword and shield, 
Though troubles linger still
Whom shall I fear?  
Whom shall I fear?

CHORUS: I KNOW WHO GOES BEFORE ME
I KNOW WHO STANDS BEHIND
THE GOD OF ANGEL ARMIES
IS ALWAYS BY MY SIDE
THE ONE WHO REIGNS FOREVER
HE IS A FRIEND OF MINE
THE GOD OF ANGEL ARMIES
IS ALWAYS BY MY SIDE

Solo 4: And nothing formed against me shall stand!
You hold the whole world in Your hands!
I’m holding on to Your promises!
You are faithful!  
You are faithful!  
You are faithful!  

Solo 5: I know Who goes before me.  
I know Who stands behind.
The God of angel armies is always by my side.
The One who reigns forever, 
He is a friend of mine.
The God of angel armies is always by my side.

CHORUS

Solos: The God of angel armies is always by my side.
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SCENE 3: “A GOD WHO IS ALWAYS THERE”
(X-Book, Avatar 1, The Spirit)

(Fade in on Avatar 1, Gamer 2's avatar, slightly to stage left.  X-Book is on Green
Screen behind with abstract background.) 

Avatar 1: Uh. . . Don’t you think this is a little intense for a four year old?

X-Book: Four years, ten months and 3 weeks.

Avatar 1: So, I’ll go on record as the youngest person to die of a heart attack.

X-Book: Relax.  We’re just going to play a little hide-n-seek to show that God will
be with you wherever you go.

Avatar 1: Hide-n-Seek?  Oh, goody.  I like that game.  Who’s it?

(X-Book disappears.  The Spirit appears to stage right of Avatar.)

The Spirit: Hello.

Avatar 1: Who are you?

The Spirit: I represent the Spirit of God.  I am with you always, even to the ends of
the earth.  You cannot hide from me.

Avatar 1: I’m not too sure about that.  I hid in the compost bin at home for almost
two hours and my brother never found me.  

The Spirit: Actually, he was watching cartoons, but be that as it may, you just think
about a place.  You’ll go there and we’ll see if I can find you.

Avatar 1: Easy-peasy.  See you later.

(Scene shifts to snowy mountain top.  Avatar 1 is alone and looks around.)

Avatar 1: All too easy.

(The Spirit appears, speaking grandly.  Avatar 1 is startled.)

The Spirit: “Where can I go from your Spirit?  Where can I flee from your presence?” 
(To Avatar 1)  Psalm 139. 

Avatar 1: I guess we’ll make it harder.  

(Scene shifts to sunset on a deserted beach.  Avatar 1 is alone and looks around.)
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Avatar 1: This looks promising.

(The Spirit appears.)

Avatar 1: Or not.

The Spirit: (Speaking grandly) “If I rise on the wings of the dawn, if I settle on the far
side of the sea, even there your hand will guide me, your right hand will
hold me fast.”  (To Avatar 1)  Psalm 139. 

(Avatar 1 disappears.)

The Spirit: Tally-ho.

(The Spirit disappears.  Scene shifts to Cave with Avatar 1) 

Avatar 1: This may not have been a good idea.  I’m scared of the dark.

(The Spirit appears with flashlight)
 
The Spirit: “Even the darkness will not be dark to you; the night will shine like the day,

for darkness is as light to you.”  Psalm 139.

Avatar 1: So you said. 

(Avatar 1 disappears.)

The Spirit: (Puts on a dive mask) Guess where he’s going now.

(The Spirit disappears.  Scene shifts to undersea scene with Avatar 1) 

Avatar 1: (To audience) Maybe I’ve lost him.

(The Spirit appears behind him in dive mask.)

Avatar 1: (To audience) He’s right behind me, isn’t he.

The Spirit: (Moves to stage right of Avatar 1)  “If I make my bed in the depths, you
are there.”  Psalm 139

Avatar 1: (Speaks with The Spirit) Psalm 139.  Yes, I know.  (Points behind The
Spirit) Look over there!  (Avatar 1 disappears.)

The Spirit: (Shakes head.)  What’s next?  “Your shoe’s untied?”  

(The Spirit disappears.  Scene shifts to outer space scene with The Spirit.  Then Avatar
1 appears.) 
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The Spirit: What took you so long?

Avatar 1: Psalm 139?

The Spirit: “If I go up to the heavens, you are there;”

Avatar 1: I give up.  You win.

The Spirit: Of course.  But so do you.  No matter where you are; no matter what you
do; no matter what happens to you, you have a God who cares and will
stay with you.

Avatar 1: Are you sure?

The Spirit: You can trust me on that.  

(Cross fade into song “He Is With Us”)
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SONG 3: HE IS WITH US

Solo 6: Remember when your hope is lost and faith is shaken,
Remember when you wonder if you're gonna make it,
There's a hand stretched out through your deepest hour.

Solo 7: We can't pretend to see the ending or what's coming 
Up ahead.  Don't know the story of tomorrow,
But we can stay close to the One who knows.

Solos: We can trust our God, He knows what He’s doing.
Though it might hurt now, we won’t be ruined.
It might seem there’s an ocean in between,
But He’s holding onto you and me and He’s never gonna leave, no.

CHORUS: HE IS WITH US, HE IS WITH US, ALWAYS, ALWAYS.
HE IS WITH US, HE IS WITH US, ALWAYS.

Solo 6: We believe there is purpose, there is meaning
In everything we surrender to His leading.
He wants nothing more than to have us close.

CHOIR: WE CAN TRUST OUR GOD 
HE KNOWS WHAT HE'S DOING.
THOUGH IT MIGHT HURT NOW 
WE WON'T BE RUINED.
IT MIGHT SEEM THERE'S AN OCEAN IN BETWEEN,
BUT HE'S HOLDING ONTO YOU AND ME,
AND HE'S NEVER GONNA LEAVE, NO!

CHORUS

Solo 7: Our faith is sealed.  Our hope is real.
Come what may, we're not afraid.

CHOIR: WE CAN TRUST OUR GOD 
HE KNOWS WHAT HE'S DOING.
THOUGH IT MIGHT HURT NOW 
WE WON'T BE RUINED.
IT MIGHT SEEM THERE'S AN OCEAN IN BETWEEN,
BUT HE'S HOLDING ONTO YOU AND ME,
AND HE'S NEVER GONNA LEAVE, NO!

CHORUS

Solos: Our God is with us.
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SCENE 4: “A GOD OF POWER”
(X-Book, Avatar 2, Moses)

(Fade in Player 1's Avatar 2, slightly stage left, desert seaside scene.  X-Book is
projected on the scene.)

Avatar 2: Water, water everywhere, but not a drop to drink.

X-Book: That would be another story for another time.  Right now you will meet
someone who will demonstrate the power of God.

(X-Book disappears and Moses, with staff, appears to stage right of Avatar 2.)

Moses: (Banging down staff)  Let my people go!

Avatar 2: I don’t have them.

Moses: Sorry.  I’ve said that so often lately, that I sometimes fall back on it as a
failsafe greeting.

Avatar 2: Interesting situtation you have here.  You’ve got the ocean on one side
here and the desert on the other side. That doesn’t seem to be a great
location with all these people.  There seems to be . . . well . . . a whole lot
of them.

Moses: About 400,000 to be correct, and most of them are angry at me.  And trust
me, angry ex-slaves are not a pretty sight.

Avatar 2: I hate to say it, but it sounds pretty bad.

Moses: Oh, you’ve just hit the good parts of this situation.  Over those hills there is
the entire Egyptian army coming to get us.

Avatar 2: That does make things a little worse.

Moses: And they’re going to want to kill me.

Avatar 2: You’re just making everyone mad today, aren’t you.

Moses: (Shrugs)  Meh.  God has the power to handle it.  He led us here for a
reason.

Avatar 2: Let me get this straight.  God led you into the desert, over to the ocean,
with an upset group of slaves where the Egyptian army is about to pounce
on you?

Moses: Well, anything sounds bad when you put it that way.
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Avatar 2: I’m sorry.  I don’t see how this ends well for you.  Didn’t you think about
this before you took off with these people?

Moses: Sort of.  But when God tells me to do something, I dive right in and do it.

Avatar 2: Well, congratulations.  You win the prize for most hopeless situation I’ve
ever seen.

Moses: Excuse me.  I’d love to continue this encouraging conversation, but God
wants me to do something here, so I’m going to dive right in and do it.

Avatar 2: With your luck, you’re going to dive right in and drown.

Moses: Here we go.  Staff up over the water!

(Sound FX toilet flushing.  Background cross fades to empty beach.)

Avatar 2: (Looking up and around) Interesting sound effect.

Moses: We’re on a tight budget.

Avatar 2: What happened to the water?  Where did the ocean go?

Moses: All I know is that God has the power to save his people.  Other than that, I
don’t know and don’t care.  I’m just ready to dive right in.

Avatar 2: Wow!  That was so Jedi of you.  God did what you wanted Him to do.

Moses: No.  I did what God wanted me to do.

Avatar 2: That’s still a lot of power.

Moses: He will give us the power to be His followers here on earth.  We just need
to believe and dive in.

Avatar 2: Wow.  That’s powerful.  And you were able to keep the ocean theme
going there.

Moses: Perhaps we could talk more about this on the other side of the Red Sea. 
Pharaoh’s army is coming up fast.

Avatar 2: Good point.  Let’s “dive in”.

Moses: After you.

(Exit stage left.  Cross fade into song “Dive”) 
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SONG 4:  DIVE

Solo 8: The long awaited rains have fallen hard upon the thirsty ground
And carved their way to where the wild and rushing river can be found 
And like the rains I have been carried here to where the river flows, yeah

Solo 9: My heart is racing and my knees are weak as I walk to the edge 
I know there is no turning back once my feet have left the ledge 
And in the rush I hear a voice
That's telling me it's time to take the leap of faith, So here I go 

CHORUS: I'M DIVING IN, I'M GOING DEEP 
IN OVER MY HEAD, I WANT TO BE 
CAUGHT IN THE RUSH, LOST IN THE FLOW, 
IN OVER MY HEAD, I WANT TO GO 
THE RIVER'S DEEP, THE RIVER'S WIDE, 
THE RIVER'S WATER IS ALIVE 
SO SINK OR SWIM, I'M DIVING IN 

Solo 10: But we will never know the awesome power of the grace of God
Until we let ourselves get swept away into this holy flood 
So if you'll take my hand we'll close our eyes and count to three 
And take the leap of faith, come on let's go 

CHORUS: I'M DIVING IN, I'M GOING DEEP 
IN OVER MY HEAD, I WANT TO BE 
CAUGHT IN THE RUSH, LOST IN THE FLOW, 
IN OVER MY HEAD, I WANT TO GO 
THE RIVER'S DEEP, THE RIVER'S WIDE, 
THE RIVER'S WATER IS ALIVE 
SO SINK OR SWIM,
I'M DIVING IN, I'M GOING DEEP 
IN OVER MY HEAD, I WANT TO BE 
CAUGHT IN THE RUSH, LOST IN THE FLOW, 
IN OVER MY HEAD, I WANT TO GO 
THE RIVER'S DEEP, THE RIVER'S WIDE, 
THE RIVER'S WATER IS ALIVE 
SO SINK OR SWIM, I'M DIVING IN!
SO SINK OR SWIM, I'M DIVING IN!
SO SINK OR SWIM,
(SHOUTED)  COME ON, LET’S GO!

ENDING: I'M DIVING IN!  I'M DIVING IN!
SO SINK OR SWIM, I'M DIVING IN 
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SCENE 5: “A GOD WHO SAVES”
(X-Book, Disciple 1 (Player 2's Avatar), Disciple 2)

(Fade in Disciple 1, slightly stage left; boat in lake scene.  X-Book is projected on the
scene.)

Disciple 1: Oooo.  I like this.  Can I go swimming?

X-Book: Maybe.

Disciple 1: It would probably be better if I knew how to swim.

X-Book: That would be helpful.  Let’s learn about a God who saves.

(X-Book disappears and Disciple 2 appears to stage right of Disciple 1.)

Disciple 2: Welcome to the Sea of Galilee.

Disciple 1: Nice boat.

Disciple 2: Thank you.  It belongs to my brother and me.

Disciple 1: Maybe you could teach me to water ski.

Disciple 2: (Pause.)  You do notice this is a sailboat, right?

Disciple 1: Well, maybe the wind can blow us fast enough to waterski?

Disciple 2: Funny you should mention wind.

Disciple 1: Funny “ha-ha”, or funny “not-so-funny”?

Disciple 2: Well, it just so happens that we get some really powerful winds on this
lake that can make some big storms.

Disciple 1: So, funny “not-so-funny”.

Disciple 2: But, you need to know that Jesus is in our boat.

Disciple 1: Back to the big storm thing?

Disciple 2: And He has just finished a day of teaching and healing, and is very tired.

Disciple 1: Maybe He can take a nap.  About the storm . . .

Disciple 2: Good idea!  Jesus lays down in the back of the boat and goes to sleep, 
while the boat rocks gently back and forth on the waves
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(Disciple 1 and 2 rock slowly back and forth, lake scene turns darker for night.)

Disciple 1: (Rocking back and forth)   This isn’t so bad.

Disciple 2: For a couple of hours you sail along into the night...but, look!!

Disciple 1: (Turning around)  Where, where?!?

Disciple 2: (Pointing outward)  There on the horizon!  What is it?

Disciple 1: How should I know?  I just got here.

Disciple 2: (Raising voice)  It's a group of gigantic storm clouds being pushed by
super-high winds!

(Disciples start to rocking back and forth faster)

Disciple 1: (Raising voice)  Definitely not funny “ha-ha”.

Disciple 2: Waves break over the little boat, thunder crashes, lightning flashes!!  The
little boat begins to take on water!

Disciple 1: Abandon Ship!  Man the lifeboats!  Women and children first!!  That
means me!

Disciple 2: You don't have any lifeboats!

Disciple 1: I’m notifying the Coast Guard about this unsafe ship!  If I live!

Disciple 2: Are you scared?

Disciple 1: Try terrified!!  I don't swim.  And it is very  hard to breath under water. 
Clogs up the sinuses, you know.

Disciple 2: Well, don't forget you have Jesus on board.

Disciple 1: That's right.  Where is he?

Disciple 2: He's still asleep in the back of the boat.

Disciple 1: Asleep!  We're all about to drown and he's  still asleep!!  (In panic)
JESUS!!  WAKE UP!!   START BAILING!!  WE'RE ABOUT TO SINK!!

Disciple 2: Well you did it.  You woke Him up.

Disciple 1: Panic will do that!
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Disciple 2: He's standing up in the front of the boat and saying, "Peace.  Be still."

(Disciples suddenly stops rocking motion.)

Disciple 1: (Slowly looks up, down and all  around.  Speaks quietly...)  Nice night out.  

Disciple 2: Yes it is.  Jesus is powerful and wants to use that power to save us from
danger, problems and sin.

Disciple 1: Wow.  That’s great.  I do have one more problem.

Disciple 2: What’s that?

Disciple 1: (Holding stomach)  I’m getting sea-sick.  (Covers mouth)

Disciple 2: (Pushing Disciple 1 toward stage left.  Speaking urgently)  Lean over the
side.  I just had the upholstery cleaned!  Over the side!

(Cross fade into song “Eye of the Storm”)
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SONG 5: EYE OF THE STORM

Solo 11: In the eye of the storm, 
You remain in control.
And in the middle of the war, 
You guard my soul.
You alone are the anchor, 
When my sails are torn.
Your love surrounds me 
In the eye of the storm.

Solo 12: When the solid ground is falling out from underneath my feet
Between the black skies, and my red eyes, I can barely see
When I realize I've been sold out by my friends and my family
I can feel the rain reminding me

CHORUS: IN THE EYE OF THE STORM, 
YOU REMAIN IN CONTROL.
AND IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WAR, 
YOU GUARD MY SOUL.
YOU ALONE ARE THE ANCHOR, 
WHEN MY SAILS ARE TORN.
YOUR LOVE SURROUNDS ME 
IN THE EYE OF THE STORM.

Solo 13: When my hopes and dreams are far from me, and I'm runnin' out of faith
I see the future I picture slowly fade away
And when the tears of pain and heartache are falling down my face
I find my peace in Jesus' name

 
CHORUS: IN THE EYE OF THE STORM, 

YOU REMAIN IN CONTROL.
AND IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WAR, 
YOU GUARD MY SOUL.
YOU ALONE ARE THE ANCHOR, 
WHEN MY SAILS ARE TORN.
YOUR LOVE SURROUNDS ME 
IN THE EYE OF THE STORM.
YOU REMAIN IN CONTROL.
AND IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WAR, 
YOU GUARD MY SOUL.
YOU ALONE ARE THE ANCHOR, 
WHEN MY SAILS ARE TORN.
YOUR LOVE SURROUNDS ME 
IN THE EYE OF THE STORM.
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SCENE 6: “A GOD WHO TRANSFORMS”
(X-Book, Avatar 3, Paul)

(Fade in Player 2's Avatar 3, slightly stage left, abstract backdrop.  X-Book is projected
on the scene.)

Avatar 3: So my Avatar has changed again.

X-Book: And that’s the theme of this part of the game.  Change.  You have a God
Who can change not just the weather, but people.

Avatar 3: I don’t get it.

Paul: Well, maybe I can help.  My name is Paul and I am a very good teacher.

Avatar 3: Have you ever taught Kindergarten?

Paul: What is this “Kindergarten?”

Avatar 3: This is not a good start.

Paul: It’s really quite simple.  People can be changed.

Avatar 3: Changed into what?

Paul: Not what. . .who.

Avatar 3: But if people are changed, they can’t be people any more.

Paul: No, that’s not it.  People can be changed from unhappy, mean, disturbed
individuals into joyful, peaceful, loving people.

Avatar 3: What changes them?

Paul: Not what . . .Who.

Avatar 3: People.

Paul: (Puzzled)  What?

Avatar 3: Not what. . . Who.  People.  What changes people?

Paul: Not what . . . Who.

Avatar 3: People.

Paul: (Puzzled) What?
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Avatar 3: Not what . . . Who.  You’re really not very good at this, are you?

Paul: I was when I came here.  What I’m trying to say is people are not changed
by a “what”, but by a “Who”.  Jesus changes them.  Let’s keep it simple.

Avatar 3: A little late for that.

Paul: Follow me here.  Jesus came to earth and lived a perfect life.

Avatar 3: Why?

Paul: So that He could die for our sins.

Avatar 3: Why?

Paul: When He died for our sins, we can be freed from them.

Avatar 3: Why?

Paul: When we’re freed from them we can be free from their burdens of guilt,
sadness, fear, hate and more.

Avatar 3: Why?

Paul: Then our lives can be filled with love, joy and peace.  I know.  I know. 
“Why?”

Avatar 3: No.  How?

Paul: Oh, well that’s a change.  When I was younger I was filled with hate for
people.  I wasn’t happy.  I was constantly trying to find peace.  Then I met
Jesus on a road and He changed me.  He took my sin, hate, fear and guilt
away.

Avatar 3: Why?

Paul: Because He loved me.

Avatar 3: Why?

Paul: I don’t have the slightest idea.

Avatar 3: Oh.  So, Jesus loves us and changes us?

Paul: Yes.

Avatar 3: You could have said that at the beginning.
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Paul: Are you going to be in Kindergarten next year?

Avatar 3: Yes.

Paul: I’ll pray for your teacher.

(Cross fade into song “Changed”)
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SONG 6: CHANGED

Solo 14: Let me tell you, all my friends,
About this joy I'm living in.

Solo 15: Let me take the mic, I wanna testify,
How I was dead and then I came to life.
No more living in the dark of night.

Solos: Now everything's alright!

CHORUS: I'VE BEEN CHANGED.
I'VE BEEN SAVED!
BRAND NEW DAY!
I'VE BEEN CHANGED!  I'VE BEEN CHANGED!
TELL ME WHY WOULD I TURN BACK NOW
THERE'S NO END TO THE LOVE I FOUND
FUTURE'S BRIGHT AND THERE AIN'T NO DOUBT
I'VE BEEN CHANGED!  I'VE BEEN CHANGED!

Solo 14: All my heartbreak fades away,
Like a book when you turn the page.

Solo 15: Let me take the mic, I wanna testify,
How I was dead and then I came to life.
No more living in the dark of night.

Solos: Now everything's alright!

CHORUS

Solo 14: I put my hand in the air 'cause I know you're there!

Solo 15: Your love did something magical.

Solo 14: I put my hand in the air ‘cause you heard my prayer!

Solo 15: A transformation radical-

Solo 14: I put my hand in the air 'cause I know you're there!

Solo 15: I know it’s supernatural.

Solo 14: I put my hand in the air ‘cause you heard my prayer

CHORUS
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SCENE 7: “A GOD WHO LOVES”
(X-Book, Avatar 4, Peter)

(Fade in Player 1's Avatar 4, slightly stage left, abstract backdrop.  X-Book is projected
on the scene.)

X-Book: Our time is almost done for today.  Let’s learn about God’s virtue of love.

Avatar 4: Hmmm.  Hey, X-Book, Is my brother around anywhere?

X-Book: Not in this level.  I believe he’s still giving Paul a lesson in humility.

Avatar 4: Good.  I wouldn’t want to him to hear me say this, but, I don’t know if I
deserve God’s love.

(X-Book disappears and Peter appears with garden tomb background.)

Peter: Of course you don’t.

Avatar 4: Well, how do you know?

Peter: I know that because Peter didn’t deserve His love.  And I’m Peter. 

Avatar 4: You’re Peter?  I may not know much about the Bible, but I do know you
were one of the greatest disciples.  You were a leader of the church.  You
were a friend of Jesus.  You were . . . 

Peter: One of the biggest disappointments Jesus ever had.  Let’s boot this up for
you, gamer.  Here’s the scene.  It’s the middle of the night.  Dozens of
soldiers come to arrest your best friend.  You have a sword.

Avatar 4: I fight.

Peter: But your team doesn’t arm up.  In fact your friend keeps you from fighting.

Avatar 4: There’s nothing you can do.  The game was programmed against you.

Peter: But the game continues.  Your friend, who means everything to you, is
arrested.  He’s taken to trial.  He’s beaten.  He’s going to be killed.

Avatar 4: I’d want to be there in case I could do anything.

Peter: Right.  So, you follow the crowd.  Then someone turns to you and
accuses you of being His friend.  What do you do?

Avatar 4: They might arrest you.  Beat you.  Kill you.  I don’t know.  I’m not sure
what I would do.
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Peter: Let’s say you decide lie to them.  You deny knowing your best friend.

Avatar 4: That’s a bit severe, but you’re still in the game.

Peter: Someone else sees you and accuses you of being His friend.

Avatar 4: Well, I guess I might lie again.

Peter: Then another person says you’re His friend. . . and after swearing you
have nothing to do with Him, you realize that your best friend knows that
you have denied even knowing Him on the most terrible night of His life.

Avatar 4: I don’t think I like this game.

Peter: My friend was killed and buried here.

Avatar 4: So, He’s in that tomb?

Peter: Oh, no.  He’s been out of there for months.  He was all-powerful, all-
knowing, all . . . everything, and death had no chance against Him.

Avatar 4: Wow!  That’s fantastic!

Peter: You’re right.  But it was also frightening.  What do you say to a friend that
you have denied when He needed you the most?

Avatar 4: Oh, yeah.  He probably wouldn’t want to be your friend anymore.

Peter: That’s what you would think.  But Jesus isn’t your ordinary friend.  We
met, we talked and He forgave me.

Avatar 4: That must have felt great.

Peter: It was the best day of my life.  My friend was alive and He was still my
friend.  Did I deserve to have Him as my friend?

Avatar 4: No.  You didn’t.

Peter: But He loved me enough to forgive me and be my friend.

Avatar 4: So, you think He loves me enough to forgive me and be my friend.

Peter: That’s the plan, my friend.  That’s the plan.

(Cross fade into song “Glorious Day.”)
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SONG 7: GLORIOUS DAY

Solo 16: One day when Heaven was filled with His praises
One day when sin was as black as could be
Jesus came forth to be born of a Virgin
Dwelt among men, my example was He
Word became flesh and the light shined among us
His glory revealed

Solo 17: Living He loved me, dying He saved me
And buried He carried my sins far away
Rising He justified freely forever
One day He's coming, oh, glorious day!  Oh, glorious day!

Solo 18: One day they led Him up Calvary's mountain
One day they nailed Him to die on a tree
Then He arose, over death He had conquered
Now He's ascended, my Lord evermore
Death could not hold Him
The grave could not keep Him from rising again

CHORUS: LIVING HE LOVED ME, DYING HE SAVED ME
AND BURIED HE CARRIED MY SINS FAR AWAY
RISING HE JUSTIFIED FREELY FOREVER
ONE DAY HE'S COMING, OH, GLORIOUS DAY!  OH, GLORIOUS DAY!
GLORIOUS DAY!

CHOIR: ONE DAY THE TRUMPET WILL SOUND FOR HIS COMING
ONE DAY THE SKIES WITH HIS GLORIES WILL SHINE
WONDERFUL DAY, MY BELOVED ONE IS BRINGING
MY SAVIOR JESUS IS MINE

Solos: Living He loved me, dying He saved me
And buried He carried my sins far away

CHOIR: RISING HE JUSTIFIED FREELY FOREVER
ONE DAY HE'S COMING, OH, GLORIOUS DAY, OH, GLORIOUS DAY!
GLORIOUS DAY.

Solos: Oh, glorious day.
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SCENE 8: “A GOD FOR YOU”
(X-Book, Player 1, Player 2)

(Fade in Player 1, stage left, and Player 2, stage right, with X-Book projected on the
backdrop scene.)

Player 2: (Patting self) I’m back!  I’m me!  That was awesome!

Player 1: I have to admit it wasn’t too lame.

X-Book: There are many other virtues of your God that we have yet to explore.  His
patience, wisdom, gentleness are just a few.  

Player 1: I guess that’s why He is God.

X-Book: You can have those virtues, too.

Player 1: I don’t think so.

X-Book: Sure.  When you have Jesus in your heart, you’ve started developing a
life that can have the very virtues of God.  

Player 1: You’re not saying we’d become God.

X-Book: No, no.  But His power can be part of your lives.  His knowledge can lead
your lives.  His love can be reflected in your lives.

Player 1: I can’t say I’ve even been close to having those virtues.

Player 2: I can attest to that.

X-Book: You’re right.  You weren’t like that.  That was the old you.  You have now
experienced his virtues.  And when you make the decision to follow Jesus
you will be new. 

Player 2: I’m a new me.

X-Book: That’s right. The past is gone and a bright new future awaits you.

Player 1: So it’s good-bye old self?

X-Book: And hello to a new child of God.  That was then, but this is now!

(Cross fade into song “That Was Then, This Is Now”.)
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SONG 8: THAT WAS THEN, THIS IS NOW

Solo 19: We used to hide from the light.
We made friends with the night.
We were headed the wrong way on a one way track
Going nowhere fast.
We got used to the dark.
We thought this is who we are,
And we figured that we were just too far gone,
But we were wrong.
‘Cause love came runnin' like a river,
And we got washed in the water.
Then He said you're forgiven your sins are gone.

CHORUS: THAT WAS THEN, THIS IS NOW
YOU’RE BOUGHT BY THE BLOOD,
SAVED BY THE SON THE SAINTS ALL SING ABOUT
THAT WAS LOST, THIS IS FOUND
IT'S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE TO THE OLD YOU NOW
SO GO AHEAD AND PUT THE PAST IN THE PAST
BOX IT UP LIKE AN OLD PHOTOGRAPH
YOU DON'T HAVE TO GO BACK
CAUSE THAT WAS THEN AND THIS IS NOW

Solo 20: We've been remade by grace.
We've all got new names.
Nothing we do could ever change
What He did that day.
‘Cause love came runnin' like a river,
And we got washed in the water.
Then He said you're forgiven and you belong!

CHOIR: THAT WAS THEN, THIS IS NOW
YOU’RE BOUGHT BY THE BLOOD,
SAVED BY THE SON THE SAINTS ALL SING ABOUT
THAT WAS LOST, THIS IS FOUND
IT'S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE TO THE OLD YOU NOW

Solo 20: If we turn and confess every unrighteousness
He is faithful and just to forgive
Oh, so turn and confess every wrong and regret
And see what it means to live

CHORUS
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